
Experiencing Life Differently 
During my Week 1 opening monologue, I shared about my personal experience of discovering that our 
black congregants were experiencing our church differently than our white congregants.  In another 
cohort someone asked a great question.  “What does that mean in light of the fact that we are 
individuals and we all experience life differently?”  It is certainly true that people of the same ethnicity 
do not experience life monolithically.  

Now that we have seen Phil Vischer’s Week 3 video, let me provide a more detailed answer.  We do all 
experience life differently based on a variety of factors including our height, body shape, personality, 
where we grew up and more.  Our personal choices shape how we experience life as do many factors 
that we can’t control.  What we must each wrestle with is what are we called to do about the fact that 
skin color is also one of the major factors that impacts how we experience life in America.  We all face 
our own unique set of challenges in life that we must overcome.  What we must wrestle with is how 
should we respond to realizing that Black Americans experience additional challenges in life merely 
because of their skin color. 

Cincinnati is America’s fifth most segregated city with 74% of Cincinnati residents living in zip codes 
where the vast majority of residents are either the same skin color or similar skin color, i.e. white/Asian 
or black/Hispanic.  When a child grows up in a black community, they are almost certain to attend a 
school that is inferior to the schools in the closest white communities.  They are more likely to 
experience trauma as a young child, which we now know increases the likelihood of boys growing up to 
be violent young men.  And there are typically fewer connections in black communities to help youth 
find their first job. 

Even when a black child escapes the challenges of growing up in a black community, they still experience 
life differently than their white peers.  Studies show that black students are suspended or expelled at 
more than twice the rate of white students.  When they use a black name on their job applications, they 
will receive half the callbacks that the same resume will get with a white name.  They will have their 
bank loans rejected at 2.8x the rate of their white peers, that have the same credit score.  And their 
homes risk receiving a lower appraisal rate if the appraiser can tell the owner is black.  They will have 
higher hypertension rates and a lower lifespan. 

This is life in America.  Every system across America is producing inequitable outcomes, based on 
race.  Issues of prejudice, white superiority and black inferiority are prevalent in our society.  But what 
got my attention in May 2019 was realizing that our black congregants believe that we have brought the 
racial hierarchies of American culture into our church.  Regardless of whether this is intentional, or even 
whether it is true, having congregants that believe this is their experience is a problem. 

Recent research conducted by Barna tells us that an increasing number of black Christians are attending 
white or white dominant multiethnic churches but that, when asked by researchers, two thirds of them 
indicate they feel they are expected to assimilate to normative culture.  Do black congregants in our 
church feel expected to assimilate?  And if they do, can we ever build genuine multiethnic unity if this is 
the perceived expectation? 

When I was on Session, I participated in a multiethnic task force that provided Session with 10 race-
related issues our church faced.  In response, one Elder encouraged us to not look at these issues 
through a racial lens but to consider them merely leadership issues.  And that we should not be talking 



about various cultures because only Biblical culture is important.  This mindset is a subtle form of white 
superiority because when we say we don’t want to look at something through a racial lens it means we 
will restrict ourselves to looking at issues only through the normative cultural lens, which in our case is 
white, upper middle class Presbyterian culture.  And what Biblical culture was this Elder referring 
to?  Was he unconsciously assuming that the standard is Biblical culture from a white evangelical 
perspective without realizing that Biblical culture from a Black Christian’s perspective, a Korean 
Christian’s perspective or a Latino Christian’s perspective are each different? 

We’ve had 5 staff members of color that are no longer with us.  Each of them expressed that when there 
was interpersonal conflict that they felt they were expected to apologize while the white individual was 
not.  I don’t know the details of their stories, but this data suggests to me that we are relying on rules of 
normative white culture to determine who should and shouldn’t be offended. 

Our path to genuine multiethnic unity begins with the simple realization that we are experiencing life 
differently, based on our skin color.  But now that we have that realization, how should we respond? 

 


